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The U.S. Constitution found in school textbooks and under glass in Washington is not the one enforced today by the
Supreme Court. In Restoring the Lost Constitution, Randy Barnett argues that since the nation's founding, but especially
since the 1930s, the courts have been cutting holes in the original Constitution and its amendments to eliminate the parts
that protect liberty from the power of government. From the Commerce Clause, to the Necessary and Proper Clause, to
the Ninth and Tenth Amendments, to the Privileges or Immunities Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, the Supreme
Court has rendered each of these provisions toothless. In the process, the written Constitution has been lost. Barnett
establishes the original meaning of these lost clauses and offers a practical way to restore them to their central role in
constraining government: adopting a "presumption of liberty" to give the benefit of the doubt to citizens when laws restrict
their rightful exercises of liberty. He also provides a new, realistic and philosophically rigorous theory of constitutional
legitimacy that justifies both interpreting the Constitution according to its original meaning and, where that meaning is
vague or open-ended, construing it so as to better protect the rights retained by the people. As clearly argued as it is
insightful and provocative, Restoring the Lost Constitution forcefully disputes the conventional wisdom, posing a powerful
challenge to which others must now respond. This updated edition features an afterword with further reflections on
individual popular sovereignty, originalist interpretation, judicial engagement, and the gravitational force that original
meaning has exerted on the Supreme Court in several recent cases.
A new approach to the telling of legal history, devoid of jargon and replete with good stories, which will be of interest to
anyone wishing to know more about the common law - the spinal cord of the English body politic.
Recovers a contested, evolving tradition of conservative constitutional argument that shaped the past and is bidding to
make the future.
"I don't think there is anyone in the academy these days capable of more patient and attentive reading of the
constitutional text than Akhil Amar."--Jeremy Waldron, New York Review of Books When the stories that lead our daily
news involve momentous constitutional questions, present-minded journalists and busy citizens cannot always see the
stakes clearly. In The Constitution Today, Akhil Reed Amar, America's preeminent constitutional scholar, considers the
biggest and most bitterly contested debates of the last two decades--from gun control to gay marriage, affirmative action
to criminal procedure, presidential dynasties to congressional dysfunction, Bill Clinton's impeachment to Obamacare. He
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shows how the Constitution's text, history, and structure are a crucial repository of collective wisdom, providing specific
rules and grand themes relevant to every organ of the American body politic. Leading readers through the constitutional
questions at stake in each episode while outlining his abiding views regarding the direction constitutional law must go,
Amar offers an essential guide for anyone seeking to understand America's Constitution and its relevance today.
In these heady days of ever increasing globalization it has become vital to question whether governments should be
allowed to protect domestic enterprises from foreign competitors. This book represents a first attempt to provide a new
conceptual basis for discussing the cases in which free trade should be the option of choice in trade policy and those in
which protectionism should be used. Lüder Gerken expands the economic tool of ordo-liberalism, founded by Walter
Eucken and developed by Friedrich von Hayek, to make it applicable to foreign trade. With impressive clarity and
ingenuity, Gerken powerfully argues a scientific case for free trade as a best practice solution to the demands of
globalization
A starting point for the study of the English Constitution and comparative constitutional law, The Law of the Constitution
elucidates the guiding principles of the modern constitution of England: the legislative sovereignty of Parliament, the rule
of law, and the binding force of unwritten conventions.
"Werner Troesken looks at the history of the United States with a focus on three diseases (smallpox, typhoid fever, and
yellow fever) to show how constitutional rules and provisions that promoted individual liberty and economic prosperity
also influenced, for good and for bad, the country's ability to eradicate infectious disease. Ranging from federalism under
the Commerce Clause to the Contract Clause and the Fourteenth Amendment, Troesken argues persuasively that many
institutions intended to promote desirable political or economic outcomes also hindered the provision of public
health"--Dust jacket.
Aside from the Constitution itself, there is no more important document in American politics and law than The Federalistthe series of essays written by Alexander Hamilton and James Madison to explain the proposed Constitution to the
American people and persuade them to ratify it. Today, amid angry debate over what the Constitution means and what
the framers' "original intent" was, The Federalist is more important than ever, offering the best insight into how the
framers thought about the most troubling issues of American government and how the various clauses of the Constitution
were meant to be understood. Michael Meyerson's Liberty's Blueprint provides a fascinating window into the fleeting, and
ultimately doomed, friendship between Hamilton and Madison, as well as a much-needed introduction to understanding
how the lessons of The Federalist are relevant for resolving contemporary constitutional issues from medical marijuana to
the war on terrorism. This book shows that, when properly read, The Federalist is not a "conservative" manifesto but a
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document that rightfully belongs to all Americans across the political spectrum.
"Why is it so difficult to develop and sustain liberal democracy? The best recent work on this subject comes from a remarkable pair of
scholars, Daron Acemoglu and James A. Robinson. In their latest book, The Narrow Corridor, they have answered this question with great
insight." -Fareed Zakaria, The Washington Post From the authors of the international bestseller Why Nations Fail, a crucial new big-picture
framework that answers the question of how liberty flourishes in some states but falls to authoritarianism or anarchy in others--and explains
how it can continue to thrive despite new threats. In Why Nations Fail, Daron Acemoglu and James A. Robinson argued that countries rise
and fall based not on culture, geography, or chance, but on the power of their institutions. In their new book, they build a new theory about
liberty and how to achieve it, drawing a wealth of evidence from both current affairs and disparate threads of world history. Liberty is hardly
the "natural" order of things. In most places and at most times, the strong have dominated the weak and human freedom has been quashed
by force or by customs and norms. Either states have been too weak to protect individuals from these threats, or states have been too strong
for people to protect themselves from despotism. Liberty emerges only when a delicate and precarious balance is struck between state and
society. There is a Western myth that political liberty is a durable construct, arrived at by a process of "enlightenment." This static view is a
fantasy, the authors argue. In reality, the corridor to liberty is narrow and stays open only via a fundamental and incessant struggle between
state and society: The authors look to the American Civil Rights Movement, Europe’s early and recent history, the Zapotec civilization circa
500 BCE, and Lagos’s efforts to uproot corruption and institute government accountability to illustrate what it takes to get and stay in the
corridor. But they also examine Chinese imperial history, colonialism in the Pacific, India’s caste system, Saudi Arabia’s suffocating cage of
norms, and the “Paper Leviathan” of many Latin American and African nations to show how countries can drift away from it, and explain the
feedback loops that make liberty harder to achieve. Today we are in the midst of a time of wrenching destabilization. We need liberty more
than ever, and yet the corridor to liberty is becoming narrower and more treacherous. The danger on the horizon is not "just" the loss of our
political freedom, however grim that is in itself; it is also the disintegration of the prosperity and safety that critically depend on liberty. The
opposite of the corridor of liberty is the road to ruin.
The sudden passing of Justice Antonin Scalia shook America. After almost thirty years on the Supreme Court, Scalia had become as integral
to the institution as the hallowed room in which he sat. His wisecracking interruptions during oral arguments, his unmatched legal wisdom, his
unwavering dedication to the Constitution, and his blistering dissents defined his leadership role on the court and inspired new generations of
policymakers and legal minds. Now, as Republicans and Democrats wage war over Scalia’s lamentably empty Supreme Court seat, Kevin
Ring, former counsel to the U.S. Senate’s Constitution Subcommittee, has taken a close look at the cases that best illustrate Scalia’s
character, philosophy, and legacy. In Scalia’s Court: A Legacy of Landmark Opinions and Dissents, Ring collects Scalia’s most memorable
opinions on free speech, separation of powers, race, religious freedom, the rights of the accused, abortion, and more; and intersperses
Scalia's own words with an analysis of his legal reasoning and his lasting impact on American jurisprudence. “I don’t worry about my
legacy,” Scalia once told an audience at the National Archives. “Just do your job right, and who cares?” Now that "the lion of American law
has left the stage,” as the U.S. Attorney General put it, it is for the rest of America to worry about his legacy—and to care.
This new Liberty Fund edition of James McClellan's classic work on the quest for liberty, order, and justice in England and America includes
the author's revisions to the original edition published in 1989 by the Center for Judicial Studies. Unlike most textbooks in American
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Government, Liberty, Order, and Justice seeks to familiarize the student with the basic principles of the Constitution, and to explain their
origin, meaning, and purpose. Particular emphasis is placed on federalism and the separation of powers. These features of the book,
together with its extensive and unique historical illustrations, make this new edition of Liberty, Order, and Justice especially suitable for
introductory classes in American Government and for high school students in advanced placement courses.
A new book on how to fix the U.S. government by the #1 New York Times best-selling author of Liberty and Tyranny and Ameritopia.
"Explores the challenges to constitutional values posed by sweeping technological changes such as social networks, brain scans, and
genetic selection and suggests ways of preserving rights, including privacy, free speech, and dignity in the age of Facebook and Google"-From war powers to health care, freedom of speech to gun ownership, religious liberty to abortion, practically every aspect of American life is
shaped by the Constitution. This vital document, along with its history of political and judicial interpretation, governs our individual lives and
the life of our nation. Yet most of us know surprisingly little about the Constitution itself, and are woefully unprepared to think for ourselves
about recent developments in its long and storied history. The Constitution: An Introduction is the definitive modern primer on the US
Constitution. Michael Stokes Paulsen, one of the nation’s most provocative and accomplished scholars of the Constitution, and his son Luke
Paulsen, a gifted young writer and lay scholar, have combined to write a lively introduction to the supreme law of the United States, covering
the Constitution’s history and meaning in clear, accessible terms. Beginning with the Constitution’s birth in 1787, Paulsen and Paulsen offer
a grand tour of its provisions, principles, and interpretation, introducing readers to the characters and controversies that have shaped the
Constitution in the 200-plus years since its creation. Along the way, the authors provide correctives to the shallow myths and partial truths
that pervade so much popular treatment of the Constitution, from school textbooks to media accounts of today’s controversies, and offer
powerful insights into the Constitution’s true meaning. A lucid and engaging guide, The Constitution: An Introduction provides readers with
the tools to think critically and independently about constitutional issues—a skill that is ever more essential to the continued flourishing of
American democracy.
Chief Justice John Marshall argued that a constitution "requires that only its great outlines should be marked [and] its important objects
designated." Ours is "intended to endure for ages to come, and consequently, to be adapted to the various crises of human affairs." In recent
years, Marshall's great truths have been challenged by proponents of originalism and strict construction. Such legal thinkers as Supreme
Court Justice Antonin Scalia argue that the Constitution must be construed and applied as it was when the Framers wrote it. In Keeping Faith
with the Constitution, three legal authorities make the case for Marshall's vision. They describe their approach as "constitutional fidelity"--not
to how the Framers would have applied the Constitution, but to the text and principles of the Constitution itself. The original understanding of
the text is one source of interpretation, but not the only one; to preserve the meaning and authority of the document, to keep it vital,
applications of the Constitution must be shaped by precedent, historical experience, practical consequence, and societal change. The authors
range across the history of constitutional interpretation to show how this approach has been the source of our greatest advances, from Brown
v. Board of Education to the New Deal, from the Miranda decision to the expansion of women's rights. They delve into the complexities of
voting rights, the malapportionment of legislative districts, speech freedoms, civil liberties and the War on Terror, and the evolution of checks
and balances. The Constitution's framers could never have imagined DNA, global warming, or even women's equality. Yet these and many
more realities shape our lives and outlook. Our Constitution will remain vital into our changing future, the authors write, if judges remain true
to this rich tradition of adaptation and fidelity.
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"Over Two Million Copies Sold" The Road to Serfdom By Friedrich A. Hayek Condensed Edition The Road to Serfdom is a book written by
the Austrian-born economist and philosopher Friedrich von Hayek (1899-1992) between 1940-1943, in which he "[warns] of the danger of
tyranny that inevitably results from government control of economic decision-making through central planning." He further argues that the
abandonment of individualism and classical liberalism inevitably leads to a loss of freedom, the creation of an oppressive society, the tyranny
of a dictator, and the serfdom of the individual. Significantly, Hayek challenged the general view among British academics that fascism (and
National Socialism) was a capitalist reaction against socialism. He argued that fascism, National Socialism and socialism had common roots
in central economic planning and empowering the state over the individual. Since its publication in 1944, The Road to Serfdom has been an
influential and popular exposition of market libertarianism. It has sold over two million copies. The Road to Serfdom was to be the popular
edition of the second volume of Hayek's treatise entitled "The Abuse and Decline of Reason," and the title was inspired by the writings of the
19th century French classical liberal thinker Alexis de Tocqueville on the "road to servitude." The book was first published in Britain by
Routledge in March 1944, during World War II, and was quite popular, leading Hayek to call it "that unobtainable book," also due in part to
wartime paper rationing. It was published in the United States by the University of Chicago Press in September 1944 and achieved great
popularity. At the arrangement of editor Max Eastman, the American magazine Reader's Digest published an abridged version in April 1945,
enabling The Road to Serfdom to reach a wider popular audience beyond academics. The Road to Serfdom has had a significant impact on
twentieth-century conservative and libertarian economic and political discourse, and is often cited today by commentators.
First published in 1992. A Theory of Liberty seeks to change the way we think about the American constitution. The focus of the book is the
legal status of minority groups in the United States a topic at the top of the current political agenda. Arguing that minority rights were vitally
important to the founding fathers, H. N. Hirsch presents an original and provocative look at issues such as affirmative action, abortion, and
the rights of children, lesbians and gay men, mental patients, and the physically disabled. In an analysis which blends history, philosophy,
law, and social science, Hirsch attacks both liberals who hide from history and conservatives who push for "original intent." He argues that we
can remain faithful to the most basic intent of the founding fathers without losing our ability to reinterpret the Constitution against the backdrop
of contemporary social "facts." Hirsch exposes the errors and hypocrisy of the current Supreme Court majority, and argues that the
Constitution’s liberty can and should be interpreted to protect the rights of minority groups. Timely and controversial, this title offers a
challenging look at some of America’s most basic ideological commitments, and will appeal to anyone concerned with the current state of
American law or the treatment of minority groups.
The Conscience of the Constitution: The Declaration of Independence and the Right to Liberty documents a forgotten truth: the word
“democracy” is nowhere to be found in either the Constitution or the Declaration. But it is the overemphasis of democracy by the legal
community–rather than the primacy of liberty, as expressed in the Declaration of Independence–that has led to the growth of government
power at the expense of individual rights. Now, more than ever, Sandefur explains, the Declaration of Independence should set the
framework for interpreting our fundamental law. In the very first sentence of the Constitution, the founding fathers stated unambiguously that
“liberty” is a blessing. Today, more and more Americans are realizing that their individual freedoms are being threatened by the everexpanding scope of the government. Americans have always differed over important political issues, but some things should not be settled by
majority vote. In The Conscience of the Constitution, Timothy Sandefur presents a dramatic new challenge to the status quo of constitutional
law.
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This book examines liberty’s Constitutional meaning through the jurisprudence of Justice Stephen Field, one of the late-Nineteenth
Century’s most influential Supreme Court Justices. A Lincoln appointee who served on the Court from 1863-1897, Field articulated a view of
Constitutional liberty that speaks to contemporary disputes. Today, some see liberty as protection through government regulation against
private oppression. Others see liberty as protection from government through limits on governmental power. Justice Field is often viewed as
siding against government power to regulate, acting as a pre-cursor to the infamous “Lochner” Era of the Court. This work explains how
Field instead saw both these competing conceptions of liberty as legitimate. In fact, the two cooperated toward a common end. In his
opinions, Field argued that protections through and from government worked in tandem to guard fundamental individual rights. In describing
this view of liberty, Field addressed key Constitutional provisions that remain a source of debate, including some of the earliest interpretations
of the Due Process Clause, its relationship to state police power and civil rights, and some of the earliest assertions of a national police power
through the Commerce Clause. This work furthermore addresses the underpinnings of Field’s views, namely that he grounded his reading of
the Constitution in the context of the common law and the Declaration of Independence. In his principles as well as his approach, this book
argues, Justice Field presents a helpful discussant in ongoing debates regarding the meaning of liberty and of the Constitution.
Identifies and explains the constitutional problems triggered by the government's speech, and proposes a new framework for thinking about
them.
While Alan Ebenstein's biography of Friedrich Hayek was the first biography of this major twentieth century thinker, the book itself was not per se - an intellectual biography. Hayek's Journey will be the follow-up volume that will give readers an in-depth look at the evolution of his
thought, the influence of the Austrian School of Economics, the roles of Wittgenstein, Freud and Kant in his thinking; his relationship with Karl
Popper, etc. This will become a classic of Hayek scholarship by the author credited with writing the first biography of a man who is now widelyregarded as a seer in relationship to the course of the twentieth century.
In this book, first published in 1961, under the general editorship of Arthur Seldon of the Institute of Economic Affairs, ten eminent writers,
economists, philosophers, and a legal authority have set down their views on the principles and policies of a free society in a rapidly changing
world. Each has developed his theme from the same material – Professor F. A. Hayek’s monumental work The Constitution of Liberty. This
title will be of interest to students of history and economics.
The Constitution of LibertyRoutledge
The application of economics to major contemporary real world problems -- housing, medical care, discrimination, the economic development
of nations -- is the theme of this new book that tackles these and other issues head on in plain language, as distinguished from the usual
jargon of economists. It examines economic policies not simply in terms of their immediate effects but also in terms of their later
repercussions, which are often very different and longer lasting. The interplay of politics with economics is another theme of Applied
Economics, whose examples are drawn from experiences around the world, showing how similar incentives and constraints tend to produce
similar outcomes among very disparate peoples and cultures.
Cover title: Liberty, property & the foundations of the American constitution. Includes bibliographies and index.
A concise history of the long struggle between two fundamentally opposing constitutional traditions, from one of the nation’s leading
constitutional scholars—a manifesto for renewing our constitutional republic. The Constitution of the United States begins with the words: “We
the People.” But from the earliest days of the American republic, there have been two competing notions of “the People,” which lead to two
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very different visions of the Constitution. Those who view “We the People” collectively think popular sovereignty resides in the people as a
group, which leads them to favor a “democratic” constitution that allows the “will of the people” to be expressed by majority rule. In contrast,
those who think popular sovereignty resides in the people as individuals contend that a “republican” constitution is needed to secure the preexisting inalienable rights of “We the People,” each and every one, against abuses by the majority. In Our Republican Constitution,
renowned legal scholar Randy E. Barnett tells the fascinating story of how this debate arose shortly after the Revolution, leading to the
adoption of a new and innovative “republican” constitution; and how the struggle over slavery led to its completion by a newly formed
Republican Party. Yet soon thereafter, progressive academics and activists urged the courts to remake our Republican Constitution into a
democratic one by ignoring key passes of its text. Eventually, the courts complied. Drawing from his deep knowledge of constitutional law and
history, as well as his experience litigating on behalf of medical marijuana and against Obamacare, Barnett explains why “We the People”
would greatly benefit from the renewal of our Republican Constitution, and how this can be accomplished in the courts and the political arena.
Arming Americans to defend the truth from today’s war on facts Disinformation. Trolling. Conspiracies. Social media pile-ons. Campus
intolerance. On the surface, these recent additions to our daily vocabulary appear to have little in common. But together, they are driving an
epistemic crisis: a multi-front challenge to America’s ability to distinguish fact from fiction and elevate truth above falsehood. In 2016 Russian
trolls and bots nearly drowned the truth in a flood of fake news and conspiracy theories, and Donald Trump and his troll armies continued to
do the same. Social media companies struggled to keep up with a flood of falsehoods, and too often didn’t even seem to try. Experts and
some public officials began wondering if society was losing its grip on truth itself. Meanwhile, another new phenomenon appeared: “cancel
culture.” At the push of a button, those armed with a cellphone could gang up by the thousands on anyone who ran afoul of their sanctimony.
In this pathbreaking book, Jonathan Rauch reaches back to the parallel eighteenth-century developments of liberal democracy and science to
explain what he calls the “Constitution of Knowledge”—our social system for turning disagreement into truth. By explicating the Constitution of
Knowledge and probing the war on reality, Rauch arms defenders of truth with a clearer understanding of what they must protect, why they
must do—and how they can do it. His book is a sweeping and readable description of how every American can help defend objective truth and
free inquiry from threats as far away as Russia and as close as the cellphone.
Working after the war, Hayek's writing was very much against the tide of mainstream Keynesian economic thought. But in the 1970s and
1980s - the eras of Thatcherism and Reaganomics - he was championed as a prophet of neo-liberalism by those who were seeking to
revolutionize the post-war social consensus. The Constitution of Liberty is crucial reading for all those seeking to understand ideas that have
become the orthodoxy in the age of the globalized economy.
In this collection of writings, Nobel laureate Friedrich A. Hayek discusses topics from moral philosophy and the methods of the social
sciences to economic theory as different aspects of the same central issue: free markets versus socialist planned economies. First published
in the 1930s and 40s, these essays continue to illuminate the problems faced by developing and formerly socialist countries. F. A. Hayek,
recipient of the Medal of Freedom in 1991 and winner of the Nobel Memorial Prize in Economics in 1974, taught at the University of Chicago,
the University of London, and the University of Freiburg. Among his other works published by the University of Chicago Press is The Road to
Serfdom, now available in a special fiftieth anniversary edition.
Originally published in 1960, The Constitution of Liberty delineates and defends the principles of a free society and traces the origin, rise, and
decline of the rule of law. Casting a skeptical eye on the growth of the welfare state, Hayek examines the challenges to freedom posed by an
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ever expanding government as well as its corrosive effect on the creation, preservation, and utilization of knowledge. In distinction to those
who confidently call for the state to play a greater role in society, Hayek puts forward a nuanced argument for prudence. Guided by this
quality, he elegantly demonstrates that a free market system in a democratic polity—under the rule of law and with strong constitutional
protections of individual rights—represents the best chance for the continuing existence of liberty. Striking a balance between skepticism and
hope, Hayek’s profound insights remain strikingly vital half a century on. This definitive edition of The Constitution of Liberty will give a new
generation the opportunity to learn from Hayek’s enduring wisdom.
A brilliant new approach to the Constitution and courts of the United States by Supreme Court Justice Stephen Breyer.For Justice Breyer, the
Constitution’s primary role is to preserve and encourage what he calls “active liberty”: citizen participation in shaping government and its
laws. As this book argues, promoting active liberty requires judicial modesty and deference to Congress; it also means recognizing the
changing needs and demands of the populace. Indeed, the Constitution’s lasting brilliance is that its principles may be adapted to cope with
unanticipated situations, and Breyer makes a powerful case against treating it as a static guide intended for a world that is dead and gone.
Using contemporary examples from federalism to privacy to affirmative action, this is a vital contribution to the ongoing debate over the role
and power of our courts.
First published in 1982. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.

In this timely and provocative book, Damon Root reveals how Frederick Douglass’s fight for an antislavery Constitution
helped to shape the course of American history in the nineteenth century and beyond. At a time when the principles of
the Constitution and Declaration of Independence were under assault, Frederick Douglass picked up their banner,
championing inalienable rights for all, regardless of race. When Americans were killing each other on the battlefield,
Douglass fought for a cause greater than the mere preservation of the Union. “No war but an Abolition war,” he
maintained. “No peace but an Abolition peace.” In the aftermath of the Civil War, when state and local governments
were violating the rights of the recently emancipated, Douglass preached the importance of “the ballot-box, the jury-box,
and the cartridge-box” in the struggle against Jim Crow. Frederick Douglass, the former slave who had secretly taught
himself how to read, would teach the American people a thing or two about the true meaning of the Constitution. This is
the story of a fundamental debate that goes to the very heart of America’s founding ideals—a debate that is still very
much with us today.
This, the concise edition of Liberty and Union, is an abridged constitutional history of the United States, designed for
short single-semester courses, comprising the key topics from Volumes 1 and 2. Written in a clear and engaging
narrative style, it successfully unites thorough chronological coverage with a thematic approach, offering critical analysis
of core constitutional history topics, set in the political, social, and economic context that made them constitutional issues
in the first place. Combining a thoughtful and balanced narrative with an authoritative stance on key issues, the authors
deliberately explain the past in the light of the past, without imposing upon it the standards of later generations. Authored
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by two experienced professors in the field, this concise edition presents seminal topics while retaining the narrative flow
of the two full original volumes. An accessible alternative to dense scholarly works, this textbook avoids unnecessary
technical jargon, defines legal terms and historical personalities where appropriate, and makes explicit connections
between constitutional themes and historical events. For students in a short undergraduate or postgraduate constitutional
history course, or anyone with a general interest in constitutional developments, this book will be essential reading.
Useful features include: Full glossary of legal terminology Recommended reading A table of cases Extracts from primary
documents Companion website Useful documents provided: Declaration of Independence Articles of Confederation
Constitution of the United States of America Chronological list of Supreme Court justices
In his much quoted, seminal work, On Liberty, John Stuart Mill attempts to establish standards for the relationship
between authority and liberty. He emphasizes the importance of individuality which he conceived as a prerequisite to the
higher pleasures-the summum bonum of Utilitarianism. Published in 1859, On Liberty presents one of the most eloquent
defenses of individual freedom and is perhaps the most widely-read liberal argument in support of the value of liberty.
As professor of law at the College of William and Mary, St. George Tucker in 1803 published View of the Constitution—the
first extended, systematic commentary on the United States Constitution after its ratification and later its amendment by
the Bill of Rights. View was originally part of Tucker's "Americanized" or "republicanized" edition of the multivolume
Commentaries on the Laws of England by Sir William Blackstone. Generations of American law students, lawyers,
judges, and statesmen learned their Blackstone—and also their understanding of the Constitution—through Tucker. As
Clyde N. Wilson notes, "Tucker is the exponent of Jeffersonian republicanism . . . in contrast to the commercial
republicanism of New England that has since the Civil War been taken to be the only true form of American philosophy."
In addition to the entirety of View, the Liberty Fund volume includes seven other essays from Tucker's renowned edition
of Blackstone. These include "On the Study of Law," "Of the Unwritten, or Common Law of England," and "Of the Several
Forms of Government." St. George Tucker (1752–1827) was an officer in the American Revolutionary Army, a Professor
of Law, justice of the Supreme Court of Virginia, judge of the Federal District Court for Virginia by appointment of
President James Madison, progenitor of a long line of jurists and scholars, and stepfather of John Randolph of Roanoke.
Clyde N. Wilson is Professor of History and Editor of The Papers of John C. Calhoun at the University of South Carolina.
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